Biological membranes are nanostructures that require internal heat and imaginary temperature as new, unique physiological parameters related to biological catalysts.
In 1961, Peter Mitchell advanced a new idea for solving the problem of coupling between oxidation and phosphorylation, but some aspects of the relationship between the redox-chain as a potential energy donor and different energy acceptors remain largely unknown. The main structure-function relationships behind catalytic rate optimization in membrane enzymes are highly important, and comparative analyses of the energetics of catalytic reactions from membrane proteins of different destination are needed to advance our understanding. Moreover, the mode of control of primary radicals, such as reactive oxygen species (ROS), should be considered. For example, iron is essential for most organisms because it serves as an electron donor and acceptor in various metabolic processes. However, these chemical properties also allow iron to participate in the formation of ROS that cause substantial damage to lipids; iron can contribute to excess production of damaging ROS through Fenton chemistry. The evidence that iron contributes to various diseases of ageing is to be examined along with the need for low or moderate levels of iron, depending on homeostasis level. If this level in the organs and tissues is close to the optimal amount needed for an initiation of lipid-radical cycles, which may be responsible for the effectiveness of some membrane enzymes, this might minimize the ROS production and retard the processes related to ageing. To my mind, biological membranes possess an internal heat and imaginary temperature that are new, unique physiological parameters related to a role as factors of biological catalysis. This is speculation and additional studies will be needed to determine whether the imaginary temperature has an equal importance with the real temperature in cellular metabolism, membrane energetics (microsomal monooxygenase and ATP synthesis) and ageing.